For Immediate Release

Tridon Europe Announces the Acquisition of MPC Industries
Combining Pan-European Leaders in Clamping Solutions

Kudowa, Poland – 9 March 2022, Ideal Tridon Group, a leading manufacturer of
clamping, coupling, and support products, is pleased to announce the acquisition of
MPC Industries. Founded in 1981 in Gorredijk Netherlands, MPC offers the MPC®
uniting product line that includes worm drive clamps, pipe connectors in various sizes,
and custom solutions. Each product is adaptable to a wide range of industries and
applications.
“The acquisition of MPC Industries by Tridon Europe and the Ideal Tridon Group is
exciting for our company and the entire European market,” said Kris Tirry CEO of MPC.
“At MPC, we’ve always worked from the philosophy that working together and sharing
knowledge helps us and others to excel. Combining our companies, our products, and
our mutual commitment to quality and customer service offers European customers the
best source for their uniting solution needs. In joining our local expertise, extensive
industry, and product knowledge with the manufacturing capabilities of Tridon Europe,
customers have a partner they can rely upon. This combination adds tremendous value
for our customers.”
Ideal Tridon serves a diverse set of end global markets by offering a broad portfolio of
highly engineered clamp, coupling, and strut support systems. This is the most recent
acquisition for Ideal Tridon, uniquely positioning the combined companies to serve
European customers with an unmatched industrial product portfolio.
“MPC Industries built a strong company led by their commitment to quality and
customer service. Their uniting products and culture of service align perfectly with the
Tridon Europe and Ideal Tridon philosophy. Meeting and exceeding European
customers’ expectations has been their hallmark. Combining our companies provides
the most complementary and expansive platform for clamping, hose, and pipe support
products in the world." said Rick Stepien, CEO of Ideal Tridon. We could not be more
excited about the future.”
To learn more about Tridon Europe and MPC Industries, visit Tridoneurope.com or
MPCindustries.com.
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